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Abstract
Peri-urbanisation, as a process of the physical expansion of settlement areas but also socio-economic transformation, has been recognised as a major spatial development beyond the urban fringes. Agriculture, the main land use actor in the hinterlands of many urban areas is increasingly affected by urban encroachment, responds with adaptation strategies and farming activities to cope with the peri-urban framework conditions. Adaptation pathways encompass specialisation into horticulture as well as enhanced environmental and lifestyle orientation of farming – typical elements of multifunctional agriculture. However, due to the heterogeneity of the peri-urbanisation processes also differences in farming transition are expected. Based on a differentiation into displaced-urbanisation, ex-urbanisation, anti-urbanisation and hidden-urbanisation as main types of peri-urbanisation, variances of farming responses are elaborated for municipal entities in the Copenhagen region in Denmark using statistical census data. Under consideration of location determinants, regression models have been applied to analyse the inter-relationship between different peri-urbanisation processes and multifunctional farming activities. Findings confirm that the differentiation of peri-urban processes is meaningful for the explanation of spatial distribution of farm adaptation strategies, particularly in the case of leisure and environmental oriented farm practices.
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Introduction
The integration of rural areas surrounding cities into urban regions represents a common spatial development phenomenon in Europe in the recent decades. Physical conversion of open space – in particular agricultural land – for urban purposes and socio-cultural transitions in rural areas through adoption of urban life styles or in-migration of urban dwellers, leads to the establishment of a peri-urban space, and sets different forms of urban and rural living and working into close contact. However, it has been argued that, although under pressure and often marginalised, agriculture has responded to the peri-urban framework conditions by introducing post-productive, consumption-oriented adaptation of farming activities.

In-migration and socio-cultural changes represent relevant drivers for the development of agriculture in peri-urban areas around Copenhagen region (Primdahl, 1999; Busck et al., 2006; Præstholm & Kristensen, 2007). Although a distinct cause-effect relation might not exist, a mutual influence of peri-urbanisation and agriculture has been observed. The central research objective of this paper is to explore the relationship between the heterogeneous types of peri-urbanisation processes (ex-, displaced-, anti- and hidden-urbanisation) and effects on agricultural activity. More specifically, it aims at analysing the spatial co-existence of peri-urbanisation types and the extent of multifunctional farm adaptation, such as small-scale, high-value farming systems, the farmers’ participation in landscape management and agri-environmental measures as well as the recreational and lifestyle orientation in peri-
urban areas. From this objective, two main research questions have been derived:

(1) Do ex-, displaced-, anti- and hidden-urbanisation contribute to differentiate processes of peri-urbanisation in the municipalities around Copenhagen? To which extent do location determinants, such as distance to the urban centre, urban form or natural amenities influence the spatial distribution of these processes?

(2) Does the spatial distribution of different peri-urbanisation processes explain the variances in the extent of multifunctional farming, consisting of (a) specialisation in high-value cropping pattern, (b) participation in agri-environmental practices and (c) diversification in recreational services and lifestyle-oriented farming?

**Peri-urbanisation**

Neglected for a long time, the notion of peri-urban area has been introduced to describe the heterogeneous pattern of settlement pattern at the urban-rural interface, replacing the former model of an urban-rural dichotomy (Errington, 1994). From a European perspective peri-urban areas are often understood as mixed areas under urban influence but with a rural morphology (Caruso, 2001). The Council of Europe once defined the peri-urban sphere as a transition area moving from strictly rural to urban (CEMAT, 2007). On the other hand, it is far from ephemeral, but instead forms new kinds of permanent landscape (Antrop, 2000). Changes in peri-urban space are often results of a high pressure towards urban development (Bertrand, 2007). But this development is not necessarily limited to physical urban development. It is also characterised by the emergence of urban lifestyles in rural areas like hobby farming and second homes (Caruso, 2001; Briquel & Collicard, 2005). Such transformations which take place outside the urban cores can be summarised by the term peri-urbanisation. However, with this very broad definition, peri-urbanisation overlaps and coincides with many other phenomena and dynamics elaborated and described by researchers in the last decades. Besides commercial and infrastructure development, the internal migration pattern represents a major driver for peri-urbanisation. Especially the process of counter-urbanisation is very relevant for the transition of peri-urban areas. Counter-urbanisation describes a migration from the city to the countryside and was first observed in the 1960s and 1970s in the United States and Western Europe. Champion et al. (1989) emphasised that it is not a unidirectional movement but a tendency towards de-concentration, resulting from a complex pattern of flows. Among others, Mitchell (2004) further elaborated the concept by identification of three different processes of counter-urbanisation dependent on different motivations of the migrants.

Several authors (e.g. Spectorovsky, 1955; Halfacree & Boyle, 1998) have defined ex-urbanisation as a process of in-migration of affluent people into rural settings. Staying within close commuting distance, they usually keep their job and daily routines. As a second type, displaced-urbanisation is characterised by out-migration of people based on economic necessities, such as affordable housing, job availability, security and health considerations (Mitchell, 2004). Displaced-urbanisation typically refers to low-income groups or young families who cannot afford suitable housing and living environment in the inner city. Rather different from the previous, anti-urbanisation represents the third type of counter-urbanisation. Mitchell (2004) extends the concept from Halliday & Coombes (1995) who used the term to describe urban dwellers moving out into the countryside to escape urban lifestyle. She identified three sub-variants – self-sufficient lifestyle, relocation to enhance quality of life and amenity driven retirement migration.

Ex-urbanisation, displaced-urbanisation and anti-urbanisation represent migratory movements into peri-urban areas. Another urbanisation process refers to socio-cultural changes of the local residents, such as the adoption of urban life styles by the rural population as described by Antrop (2004), Primdahl (1999) and lately in an empirical analysis of another region in Denmark by Madsen et al. (2010). Although acknowledged as important for the transformation of peri-urban areas, only little physical land use changes can be observed. That is why scholars refer to it as hidden-urbanisation. The term was originally introduced by Lewan (1969) and later by van den Vaart (1991) to describe the functional change and conversion of farmsteads by new inhabitants but also the changed behaviour of the local residents. It includes increasing intra-regional relationships in terms of work, trade or leisure, even in peripheral sub-regions, caused by improved accessibility or the change of local conditions.

**Multifunctional farm adaptation in peri-urban areas**

During the recent decades societal transitions in peri-urban areas towards enhanced environmental consciousness, urban lifestyles and the rise of an aging and leisure-oriented society are challenging the predominant mono-functional
production agriculture (Wilson, 2007). Increased standards of living and available leisure time are reflected by a tendency to buy regional organic food, spend time or even permanently settle down in the near countryside (Primdahl, 1999). Following the European model of multifunctional agriculture for the joint production of commodities and non-commodities (Piorr et al., 2007) or the provision of multiple social, environmental and economic functions (Van Huylenbroeck et al., 2007), organic farming and landscape management, tourism and hobby farming as well as diversification into other gainful activities beyond pure food and fiber production have continuously gained importance – particularly in peri-urban areas (Zasada, 2011).

Multifunctional farm adaptation in peri-urban areas had been comprehensively studied, focusing on specific farm types (Busck et al., 2006; Præstholm et al., 2006), institutional environment (Vandermeulen et al., 2006) or farm holders characteristics, such as age, education and attitudes (Jongeneel et al., 2008). Other scholars have also taken the question of urban location and density into consideration (Beauchesne & Bryant, 1999; Van Huylenbroeck et al., 2005; Tobias et al., 2005). A tendency was observed that especially peri-urban farmers tend to respond by adapting activities and improve the individual business situation. Also new peri-urban residents have been attracted to start diversification activities, when purchasing farm properties (Præstholm & Kristensen, 2007). Others have interpreted the multifunctional impacts of changes in peri-urban agriculture both from a territorial as well as from an individual farm point of view. Van Berkel & Verburg (2010) for instance described the multifunctional potential of European regions in relationship to the territorial capital as a mix of agricultural, tourism and off-farm employment. For a number of European metropolitan regions, they identified distinctive clustering of multifunctional capacity around large urban centres due to urban demand for multiple rural services.

Due to the proximity and access to consumer groups, peri-urban agriculture is promoted by intensive urban-rural relationships. Results from a recent German survey on structures and trends in organic vegetable production underline the high relevance of direct marketing, as country-wide a large share of organic horticultural holdings sell to the consumer directly (Goy & Maack, 2008). For individual farm holdings, the proximity to urban areas encourages the identification of market niches, innovation and adaption to new demands, as Cabus & Vanhaverbeke (2003) point out. Accordingly, high productivity and specialisation, focusing on horticultural high-value produces, such as fruits, vegetables or ornamental plants has been observed in North American (Bryant et al., 1992) and European peri-urban regions (Péron & Geoffriau, 2007). The implementation of landscape management or ecological compensation measures has been also studied in various peri-urban areas, providing evidence for higher participation rates than in other rural areas (Busck et al., 2006; Tobias et al., 2005). More controversy exists on the question of allocation of organic farming in peri-urban areas. Whereas Beauchesne & Bryant (1999) and Ilbery et al. (1999) recognised a concentration of organic producers near urban areas in Canada and the UK, Tobias et al. (2005) found rather under-representation in Swiss urban agglomerations, due to the low suitability of small-scale farm structure.

Within the agricultural transition debate, particularly the rise of the post-productive paradigm is discussed, where the agricultural activity itself is even conceived as recreational activity decoupled from any economical farming motivation (Primdahl, 1999). Agricultural census results from Denmark have shown a significant increase of phenomena such as part-time, hobby and retirement farming (Præstholm & Kristensen, 2007; Busck et al., 2008). Referring to the provision of recreational services, holding and breeding of horses for leisure purposes has been recognised as an increasing income source in peri-urban agriculture (Bailey et al., 2000). Empirical research in the UK, Canada and Sweden indicates significantly higher densities of horses and horse-farms in peri-urban fringes of metropolitan areas compared to other rural areas (Quetier & Gordon, 2003; Elgaker & Wilton, 2008).

### Methodology and database

#### Study area

The case study region for this analysis encompasses an area in the east of Denmark of around 9,000 km², including the islands of Sjælland – with the Danish capital Copenhagen – Lolland, Falster, Mon and some minor islands. The regional population has experienced a considerable growth since the 1990s, accompanied by migration of certain groups such as families (Aner, 2009) and retirees (Herslund & Fertner, 2010) to the countryside. Most changes in agricultural land use were observed in areas nearby Copenhagen, the urban core of the region (Præstholm & Kristensen, 2007; Busck et al., 2008). A very visible change represents the ongoing development of summer houses and second homes along the coast of the region. Many people have moved and still move in their summer house after retirement in the follow...
of the change of §41 in the Danish Planning Law in 1991. The development of new infrastructure expanded the urban area of Copenhagen in recent decades, establishing one big commuter zone (Nielsen & Hovgesen, 2005) like many other monocentric city-regions throughout Europe.

Not only limited to the urban fringes of Copenhagen, but also occurring all over the region in different forms, this process accounts for a substantial impact on agriculture which covers around 70% of the total area. An analysis of CORINE Land use data (EEA) for the year 1990-2006 illustrates some of the major trends in the region. The area of artificial surfaces covering settlement, industry and infrastructure has expanded by 7.2% region-wide. This has basically taken place at the expense of arable land, located close to the urban area and zoned for urban purposes. Forest area marginally decreased whereas pasture and shrubland has enlarged by 14.8% and 17.0%. Related to the increasing valorisation of extensive grassland production, agricultural land utilised for the production of cereals has been reduced from 63% to 57%, whereas the area share of horticulture is rather constant. Due to the intensification of production, the farm structure has been subject to tremendous transitions. Similar to Danish national figures, the average farm size in the case study area has been nearly doubled from below 30 ha to almost 60 ha between the beginning of the 1980s and 2004 – at a time before the decoupling of single farm payments of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) was implemented.

However, according to figures of the Danish statistical office (Danmarks statistik), in 2003 around 20% of all farms in the case area diversified into non-agricultural activities compared to 15% in the whole of Denmark. In the area nearest to Copenhagen the share is even around 25% and has almost doubled since 1998. The typical non-agricultural activities are agricultural services (e.g. use of equipment and machinery). Though, especially direct marketing, riding schools and further processing has considerably increased over the recent years in the case area. Kristensen (2001) has observed intensification and specialisation processes in agriculture in the case study area leading to a decrease arable farming and an increase of horticulture already in the 1980s. Throughout the 1980s and 90s Præstholm & Kristensen (2007) found also farm extensification in this area, related to a shift towards part-time and hobby farming.

Data sets and analytical model
The analysis is conducted at the spatial level of municipal entities, as it represents the most detailed level, where statistical data on both the process of peri-urbanisation as well as farming structure is available. Socio-economic data (Danmarks Statistik Statistikbanken; Danmarks Statistik, 2007) illustrates the major trends in the region. An analysis of CORINE Land use data (EEA) for the year 1990-2006 illustrates some of the major trends in the region. The area of artificial surfaces covering settlement, industry and infrastructure has expanded by 7.2% region-wide. This has basically taken place at the expense of arable land, located close to the urban area and zoned for urban purposes. Forest area marginally decreased whereas pasture and shrubland has enlarged by 14.8% and 17.0%. Related to the increasing valorisation of extensive grassland production, agricultural land utilised for the production of cereals has been reduced from 63% to 57%, whereas the area share of horticulture is rather constant. Due to the intensification of production, the farm structure has been subject to tremendous transitions. Similar to Danish national figures, the average farm size in the case study area has been nearly doubled from below 30 ha to almost 60 ha between the beginning of the 1980s and 2004 – at a time before the decoupling of single farm payments of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) was implemented.

However, according to figures of the Danish statistical office (Danmarks statistik), in 2003 around 20% of all farms in the case area diversified into non-agricultural activities compared to 15% in the whole of Denmark. In the area nearest to Copenhagen the share is even around 25% and has almost doubled since 1998. The typical non-agricultural activities are agricultural services (e.g. use of equipment and machinery). Though, especially direct marketing, riding schools and further processing has considerably increased over the recent years in the case area. Kristensen (2001) has observed intensification and specialisation processes in agriculture in the case study area leading to a decrease arable farming and an increase of horticulture already in the 1980s. Throughout the 1980s and 90s Præstholm & Kristensen (2007) found also farm extensification in this area, related to a shift towards part-time and hobby farming.

Data sets and analytical model
The analysis is conducted at the spatial level of municipal entities, as it represents the most detailed level, where statistical data on both the process of peri-urbanisation as well as farming structure is available. Socio-economic data (Danmarks Statistik Statistikbanken; Danmarks Statistik, 2007) illustrates the major trends in the region. An analysis of CORINE Land use data (EEA) for the year 1990-2006 illustrates some of the major trends in the region. The area of artificial surfaces covering settlement, industry and infrastructure has expanded by 7.2% region-wide. This has basically taken place at the expense of arable land, located close to the urban area and zoned for urban purposes. Forest area marginally decreased whereas pasture and shrubland has enlarged by 14.8% and 17.0%. Related to the increasing valorisation of extensive grassland production, agricultural land utilised for the production of cereals has been reduced from 63% to 57%, whereas the area share of horticulture is rather constant. Due to the intensification of production, the farm structure has been subject to tremendous transitions. Similar to Danish national figures, the average farm size in the case study area has been nearly doubled from below 30 ha to almost 60 ha between the beginning of the 1980s and 2004 – at a time before the decoupling of single farm payments of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) was implemented.

However, according to figures of the Danish statistical office (Danmarks statistik), in 2003 around 20% of all farms in the case area diversified into non-agricultural activities compared to 15% in the whole of Denmark. In the area nearest to Copenhagen the share is even around 25% and has almost doubled since 1998. The typical non-agricultural activities are agricultural services (e.g. use of equipment and machinery). Though, especially direct marketing, riding schools and further processing has considerably increased over the recent years in the case area. Kristensen (2001) has observed intensification and specialisation processes in agriculture in the case study area leading to a decrease arable farming and an increase of horticulture already in the 1980s. Throughout the 1980s and 90s Præstholm & Kristensen (2007) found also farm extensification in this area, related to a shift towards part-time and hobby farming.
of all 95 municipalities (situation before municipal reform in 2007) in the case study region, excluding the urban core municipalities of Copenhagen and Frederiksborg were included for the time span of 1986 to 2006.

To address the research questions outlined above, the analytical model for this study integrates the four different types of peri-urbanisation as well as location framework conditions, represented by location determinants as explanatory variables. Through multivariate statistical analysis both are used to explain the value distribution of multifunctional farm adaptation measures in the municipalities of the case study region. The main component is a regression analysis of peri-urbanisation and farm adaptation variables. Location determinants are integrated in the regression analysis to control for their influence. As preliminary step we conducted a correlation analysis of peri-urbanisation variables and location determinants to characterise their patterns (Figure 1).

As a first step, one socio-economic proxy variable was chosen for each type of peri-urbanisation as explanatory variable in the analytical model (Table 1). The variables cannot cover the full spectrum of the respective peri-urbanisation process as described in literature, but the represent relevant elements of the process. As proxy indicator for ex-urbanisation the in-migration of persons with an income above average was chosen. Applying the indicator for a 20-year period, a different threshold for the period 1986-1996 than for 1996-2006 to account for the observed increase in the average income over time was necessary. Displaced-urbanisation is illustrated by in-migration of children below six years, representing families with small children. Families are constrained by several factors in their housing choice – not just economically but also by the availability of social infrastructure or a safe and green environment. An alternative would be to look at the in-migration of persons with under average income. However, this indicator does less comply with the idea if displaced-urbanisation as it only focuses on the financial situation of persons and no other push factors as safety or environmental concerns. People with the least income often migrate to very remote, typically small town areas and are not dependent on certain urban infrastructure like families but mainly on public transfers. Anti-urbanisation is represented by the in-migration of persons between 60-69 years. As the normal retirement age in Denmark is 65, these are typically retirees. Finally, to illustrate a facet of hidden-urbanisation, we calculated the increase (or decrease) of residents shifting from a local employment to commuting to a different municipality during the analysis period. This should illustrate the change of interrelations in the case study region in respect to working. Making use of correlation analysis, the spatial allocation of the peri-urbanisation processes was studied with the help of location determinants which explain the heterogeneity of the case study area in terms of urbanisation and urban form on the one side as well as bio-physical conditions, such as soil quality and natural amenities on the other side. Insights of the relationship with location determinants are

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peri-urbanisation process</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Proxy indicator used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Displaced-urbanisation</td>
<td>Migration due to necessity, (employment, living costs, housing availability), Young families (Mitchell, 2004)</td>
<td>In-migrants 0-5 years 1986-2006 / relative to total population in 1986</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Peri-urbanisation processes and proxy indicators used.

Data sources: Danmarks Statistik Statistikbanken; Danmarks Statistik (1989)
important as they affect both the peri-urbanisation and farming activities.

Within the second step of the analytical model, a set of six variables which represent multifunctional farm adaptation was selected – specialisation on high-value produces, environmental orientation and the focus on leisure activities. The variables have been derived from statistical census data (Danmarks Statistik, 2000) and complemented by regional geo-information data on agricultural land use (Institut for Jordbrugsproduktion og Miljø; Miljøministeriet) for the situation towards the end of the observed peri-urbanisation process. Agricultural data on municipality level is collected by different institutions in Denmark and not always in the same frequency. Therefore the datasets used in this analysis originate from the period 1999-2005 to achieve temporal compliance with the peri-urbanisation processes (Table 2).

To analyse the influence of the different types of peri-urbanisation on the spatial distribution of the multifunctional farm adaptation, linear ordinary least square (OLS) regression models have been derived including farming variables as depending and variables of peri-urbanisation and location factors as predictor variables. Strength and direction of the influence of the predictor variable is represented by the estimated standardised coefficient $\beta$. The regression model consists of two blocks. In the first block all four peri-urbanisation variables are included into an OLS regression model. The location determinants are integrated within the second block of the model as control variables. Due to incomprehensive understanding of the location-farm adaptation-relationship (Pfeifer et al., 2009), a stepwise regression was applied here as a straightforward method to reduce the number of variables. The comparison of the regression models which only include the first block (peri-urbanisation) and models which include both blocks (peri-urbanisation and location) enhances the interpretive extent, as collinearities between the peri-urbanisation and location determinants can be revealed.

### Results

#### Spatial pattern of peri-urbanisation

The four peri-urbanisation processes were analysed regarding their spatial pattern considering the distance to the centre of Copenhagen, the population density and natural amenities in the respective municipality (Table 3). The processes show a diverse spatial pattern in the case area.

The processes of ex- and anti-urbanisation features a clear correlation with the distance to Copenhagen. Whereas ex-urbanisation is found close to the city of Copenhagen, the latter one is rather concentrated in more remote rural areas. Apart of that, the other two do not show a significant correlation with distance to Copenhagen, although an interpretation of the allocation maps (Figure 2) reveals a concentration of displaced-urbanisation in many locations.

### Table 2: Multifunctional farming activities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adaptation Strategy</th>
<th>Agricultural Activity</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specialisation on high-value produces</td>
<td>Greenhouse production</td>
<td>Share of greenhouse area of total UAA 2005 (in %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horticultural production</td>
<td>Share of horticulture area of total UAA 1999 (in %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agri-environmental orientation</td>
<td>Organic production scheme</td>
<td>Share of organic farming area from total UAA 2003 (in %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extensive grassland cultivation</td>
<td>Share of grassland from total UAA 2003 (in %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifestyle and recreational farming</td>
<td>Density of horse-keeping</td>
<td>Number of horses 1999 (per ha UAA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Part-time and leisure farming</td>
<td>Share of holdings &lt; 10 ha 1999 (in %)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UAA = Utilised Agricultural Area  
Data sources: Danmarks Statistik (2000); Institut for Jordbrugsproduktion og Miljø; Kort & Matrikelstyrelsen; Miljøministeriet
in medium distance from Copenhagen. Hidden-urbanisation relates to population density as it is concentrated in some municipalities close to Copenhagen as well as in small and medium-sized towns across the region. The bio-physical location determinants account for only partial correlations to peri-urbanisation. The share of coastal area in a municipality correlates positively with anti-urbanisation, mainly representing retirement migration. Displaced-urbanisation shows a slightly negative relation to coastal area as ex-urbanisation and forest area does. Both, water and wetland areas as well as the allocation of fertile clay-rich soils are not significantly correlated with any form of peri-urbanisation. Assessing the spatial interrelationship of the different peri-urbanisation types reveals a distinctive allocation of each of the processes, despite some spatial overlapping. Particularly hidden urbanisation is concentrated in municipalities which are little subject to other types of peri-urbanisation.

**Spatial relationships between peri-urbanisation and multifunctional farm adaptation**

The influence of the four peri-urbanisation processes and the location determinants are represented by regression models for each of the six farming variables. The consideration of the corrected $R^2$ is meaningful here, as it balances the improvement effect of the model quality with increasing complexity of the model and indicated more clearly the significance of additional predictor variables. As a general finding, the various models are characterised by partly strong differences regarding the explanatory power as indicated by the corrected $R^2$ values (Table 4). The model quality varies substantially between the farm adaptation measures. Particularly agri-environmental management practices and diversification into leisure and lifestyle activities are featured by good model performances, whereas the spatial distribution of specialised high-value crop cultivation (horticulture) is only insufficiently explained. The differences of the explanatory power are even more pronounced between regression models which include location determinants or not. There is a significant increase of all model coefficients, as the spatial framework conditions seem to comprise of a strong influence on farm adaptation strategies. Especially for recreation and leisure related farm adaptation – horsekeeping (corr. $R^2 = 71\%$) and small-scale farming (corr. $R^2 = 94\%$) but also extensive grassland management (corr. $R^2 = 98\%$), good model accuracies were accomplished. Partly the coefficients of the predictor variables differ between the two models for as mutual collinearities exist. This is e.g. the case of the distance to Copenhagen and especially ex-urbanisation, a peri-urbanisation process which commonly occurs in the proximity of the metropolitan area. For all regression models, at least one peri-urbanisation process contributes significantly to the value distribution of the dependent variable.

As indicators for environmental-friendly farming practices, organic production and the application of extensive grassland production and has been selected. Figure 3 gives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance to Copenhagen in km</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>-0.696**</td>
<td>0.541**</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population density 2000 in inh./km²</td>
<td>-0.366**</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>-0.454**</td>
<td>0.282**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of coastal area (1 km buffer) in %</td>
<td>-0.363*</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>0.518**</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of forest area in 2000 in %</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>-0.241*</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of water and wetland area in 2000 in %</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area share of clay-rich soils in %</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardized value of displaced-urbanisation 1986-2006</td>
<td>0.477**</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>-0.665**</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardized value of ex-urbanisation 1986-2006</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>-0.509**</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardized value of anti-urbanisation 1986-2006</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardized value of hidden-urbanisation 1986-2006</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*significance level by $p<0.1$; **significance level by $p<0.05$; n.s. = not significant
an overview of the value distribution of all farming indicators. The general explanatory power of the regression model for extensive grassland production is much larger (corr. \( R^2 = 98\% \)) than for organic farming (corr. \( R^2 = 58\% \)). The latter one is less sensitive for peri-urban developments and location framework conditions. If taken isolated, a considerable positive influence of ex-urbanisation can be found. When including location determinants this relationship is covered by a strong dependency from population density and displaced (positive) and anti-urbanisation (negative) account for an enhanced influence. In addition, for organic farming and grassland cultivation, comprehensive relationships exist to almost all location determinants with population density accounting for the strongest positive relationship. In contrast, soil quality seems to be a less determining location variable for farm adaptation strategies in the peri-urban – the share of clay-rich soils shows the strongest opposing relationship.

Figure 2: Spatial distribution of peri-urban migration processes.

Figure 3: Spatial distribution of farming indicators.
The distribution of horticulture and greenhouse production has been used as representatives for farming specialisation on horticultural produces with high gross margins per cultivated area, such as vegetables or ornamental plants. For both variables the value distribution is characterised by a regional concentration pattern in the south of the region and the direct urban fringe of Copenhagen in the case of horticultural production. Otherwise population density represents a highly influential factor for greenhouse cultivation and horticulture. Beyond that, none of the peri-urbanisation processes show positive coefficients indicating a surprisingly low or non-existent spatial relationship. Both regression models generally account for only limited explanatory power for the value distribution of the depending variable.

Indicators representing lifestyle and leisure-oriented farming styles are also characterised by rather strong regional disparities. Farm sizes tend to decline from South to North of the case study region. Whereas on the islands of Lolland and Falster, municipalities are characterised by comparably large-scale farming, low values are revealed for the North of Sjaelland. In turn, municipalities in this area feature high stocking rates of horses. The model performances for horse density and small-scale farming indicate comprehensiveness of explanation through peri-urban-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4: OLS Regression models to describe the dependency of farming system differences from peri-urbanisation.</th>
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UAA = Utilised Agricultural Area
¹ standardised Coefficients Beta;² Location factors in Model 2 have been excluded from the regression model, if f likelihood outside 0.05-0.10
*significance level by p<0.1; **significance level by p<0.05; n.s. = not significant
Spatial pattern of peri-urbanisation

Peri-urbanisation is only vaguely defined, usually encompassing urban transformations which take place outside the urban cores (Madsen et al., 2010; Piorr et al., 2011). This paper builds upon the idea to distinguish four peri-urbanisation processes representing different forms of immigration and lifestyle changes of residents. The spatial pattern of peri-urbanisation is strongly influenced by determinants which characterise the heterogeneity of the case study area. If taken correlation results into consideration, it is recognised that particularly variables which describe economic potential and social integration of the location within the urban agglomeration are more important than natural amenities, such in the case of income-driven ex-urbanisation which takes place close to the city centre, but without any significant relationship to coastal, water or forest area extent. The retirement type of anti-urbanisation intending the purpose of seeking calm and rural environments occurs mainly in municipalities with low population densities and distance to the central city prevail. The particular importance of the coastal location for the retirement migration confirms previous observations in other regions (Zasada et al., 2010). The positive correlation between population density and hidden-urbanisation might be traced back to the prevalence of this peri-urbanisation type around regional centres of the case study region. Areas without significant degree of peri-urbanisation are either located close to Copenhagen or belong to independent small town areas and therefore are already part of an urban agglomeration. They also represent traditional rural areas, often in a peripheral location, which only sparsely affected of peri-urbanisation yet. The strong spatial dependency of the different peri-urbanisation processes from location determinants make the interpretation of the regression modelling results more difficult, particularly in terms of comparison of the model which exclusively refers to peri-urbanisation as explanatory variables and the one which also integrates location variables.

Multifunctional farm adaptation

In order to find indication about the influence of peri-urbanisation and other location determinants on the spatial distribution of multifunctional farm adaptation a regression analysis of selected farm type and farm management variables was carried out. Despite statistical abstraction and generalisation at the municipal level, the application of a peri-urbanisation model which differentiates four distinct socio-economic development processes has proven meaningful, as significant results were found. Considerable influence differences between the explanatory variables exist regarding significance, strength and even direction of influence.

In-migration processes of younger milieus and families, but also educated and affluent residents, represented by displaced and to a larger extent ex-urbanisation, contribute to a growing consumer potential and purchasing power combined with an appreciation for rural life attributes, attitudes and products. Therefore it is not surprising that particularly the provision of goods and services from farming which are sensitive for local consumer demand – equine services or regional and fresh products from horticulture and organic cultivation – can be found in municipalities, where these kinds of peri-urbanisation take place. This corresponds with previous findings which acknowledged the relevance of direct consumer-producer-relationships, either for organic vegetable production (Goy & Maack, 2008) or for horse-keeping (Bailey et al., 2000). These spatial compliances need to be seen against the background of the densely populated urban fringe location, as particularly population density account for a substantial effect within the regression modelling. However, there is indication that farm adaptation and diversification processes are fostered. Accordingly, in-migration into the peri-urban seems not only to lead to increased population density, but also to an overproportional concentration of consumers that represent target groups for farmers with adaptive strategies. The positive relationship to grassland cultivation remains somewhat surprising and in contrast to research results from Van Huylenbroeck et al. (2005), who address land
suitability issues as drivers for extensive farming schemes in proximity to the city. Research results from Switzerland, however, have confirmed the prevalence of extensive production schemes in urbanised areas, without distinguishing different types of peri-urbanisation (Tobias et al., 2005).

Retirement migration related anti-urbanisation entails no significant or even negative relationship to multifunctional farming activities, except from prevailing extensive grassland management. It can be argued that landscape management measures contributing to the amenity value of the landscape, attract this type of amenity-driven retirement migration. Hidden urbanisation, identified by successive increase of out-commuters of active population, differs substantially from other types of peri-urbanisation regarding the influence on multifunctional farming. Municipalities which are subject to hidden urbanisation are characterised by a general under-representation of multifunctional farming strategies. The absence of further consumer potential affects particularly local market-sensitive activities, such as horse-keeping or organic farming. On the other hand large farm sizes in hidden urbanisation areas are rather unexpected. Kristensen (1999) provides some reasoning, as he revealed, that part-time and hobby farmer tend to rent land to remaining farms, leading to stable farm sizes despite decrease of full-time farming. Beyond other factors that trigger structural change, the increasing farm size might be a result of more land availability due to farmers quitting farm activities part time or completely in order to take up employment in town – and becoming part of the hidden urbanisation community.

Discussing the statistical analysis results on the relationship between peri-urbanisation and farming, the effects of location determinants are already recognised. The framework conditions not only correlate significantly with the spatial distribution of peri-urbanisation, they also influence the farming practices on top of that. It is not surprising that in areas with fertile clay-rich soils, such in the east and south of the Sjaelland region extensive grassland and horse-keeping is less prevalent. But there are even more generally negative correlations between soil fertility and multifunctional farming variables. Going multifunctional is therefore obviously an adaptation strategy for farms in less advantages site conditions. The same applies for the effect of natural amenities on the concentration of leisure oriented farming. Multifunctional farming orientations decrease with distance to the regional centre and decreasing population density. Alongside with soil quality, Pfeifer et al. (2009) suggest also other farm operational factors. Institutional framework conditions, such as local and regional policies have been put forward as important factors to encourage farmers to diversify and participate in environmental programmes (Vandermeulen et al., 2006). Not least, the importance of traditional growing regions for horticulture and greenhouse production, such in some municipalities of the Copenhagen region has been taken into consideration for today’s production allocation.

Conclusion

In this paper, the spatial relationship between peri-urbanisation as an in-migration process of urban dwellers into the rural hinterland as well as socio-economic changes of local residents on the one hand and the impact on and response of farming in the region around Copenhagen on the other hand was examined. Regarding the first research question, distinctive spatial differences between the peri-urbanisation processes – displaced-, ex-, anti- and hidden-urbanisation were found. The analysis of the socio-economic transitions in the Copenhagen region revealed that peri-urbanisation is spatially constituted heterogeneously at a local level and very much determined by location determinants. Proximity to Copenhagen as the central city in the region and population density has proven relevant for the spatial distribution, whereas natural amenities play a much less important role. Regarding the second research question, it was found that peri-urbanisation around Copenhagen cannot be seen as a uniform process which influences farm structure and management practices in the rural countryside. Instead, there is indication that the spatial representation of the different peri-urbanisation sub-processes accounts for a substantial influence on farm adaptation strategies towards multifunctional. Increasing income levels, changing lifestyles and age-structure, related to changing consumer demands for local agricultural goods and services, such as organic food or leisure services obviously contribute to a multifunctional transition of farming in specific locations.

Nevertheless, it is necessary to highlight, that farming in general, but multifunctional adaptation more specifically are strongly depending of the political framework conditions, like the European agricultural and rural development policy. Particularly Rural Development Programmes set incentives for such adaptations. But they do not yet sufficiently consider the specific role and potentials of peri-urban areas and sometimes even exclude them from eligibility (Piørr et al., 2011). However, the different socio-economic processes attached to peri-urbanisation transforms framework conditions for farming and thus farming
itself. Therefore its preservation for the future regional development requires carefully targeted policy and support which takes the specific peri-urban quality of agriculture into consideration.
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